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Let’s All Be More “Meerkat”   
 

 2215 QB 

 This could take us to the turning point we have been looking for! 

1 Everyone will have that mental picture in their minds of how 
meerkats stand upright - looking out for danger.  When they see 
it, they communicate with their family group and take 
appropriate action.  Shouldn’t we be like them? 
 

 

 This article was inspired by a conversation I read between a 
colleague of mine and another person on a social media 
platform.  It made me think – if we were all a little more meerkat 
in our behaviour, wouldn’t that be a great thing? 
  

 

2 The conversation I saw, began with the posting on Facebook which referred 
to the story of a person who – 18mths ago – was injured.  Caroline Pover 
acted on the advice of the government - and probably others - and took the 
offered C19 treatment in the arm like millions have – through 2021 and since. 
 
The trouble was, that Caroline had one of those Adverse Reactions to the 
treatment and it affected her significantly.  That was disturbing enough in 
itself - but the hugely negative effect on her health wasn’t the only downside 
Caroline has experienced.  Her additional experiences - of how doctors do 
not take her revised health status seriously and how her family and friends 
now react by shunning her – were among the reasons for Caroline to write a 
book about her experience. 
 
Entrepreneur, philanthropist and writer Caroline wrote a book entitled  

“Covid Vaccine Adverse Effects Survival Guide” 
 

The book is a self-help interactive book making it wholly unique at this time.  
It is a kind of handbook to be worked through in sections, one after the other. 
 
People around the world are waking up to a totally new and negative 
experience.  It’s an experience which mirrors Caroline’s and is the equivalent 
– in its own way – of leprosy.  To acquire a medical impediment is only half 
the problem – the other half is having people shun you – not wanting to 
know you any more – because you have – and due to no fault of your own - 
become an outcast. 
 
The use of the word mirroring is more than relevant here, since I sense that 
the shunning of a loved friend is – in part at least – due to people not wanting 
to acknowledge the damage done.  To acknowledge damage caused by a 
medical procedure – that hasn’t been fully tested or explained to people in a 
way they can understand – would be to acknowledge the following. 
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People would have to acknowledge that they too could be at some point - 
sooner or later – affected in the same way, or even worse.   
It means they too followed the advice, willingly, which was pumped out by 
the government, believing as we all did that the government could be 
trusted. 
It means they too were NOT given the information all of us should have been 
given - by law - at the point of commitment, because they believed it wasn’t 
necessary to have that information – and that was because the nurse or 
doctor said all was well and safe – when clearly it wasn’t!  
    
Caroline’s book was recommended and promoted at the recent Better Way 
Conference in Bath UK.  The conference was attended by over 200 people 
from around the UK and beamed to an international audience running into 
thousands.  The speakers also came from all corners of the globe – some 
there in person and others patched in via Zoom.  More will be told about the 
conference in articles to appear here on this platform.  
 
As a result of the book’s promotion – it became a bestseller over the 
weekend of the conference. 
 
Read an outline of Caroline’s health status on Caroline’s blog page. 
Her bookshop page is reachable from the same website. 
 

3 Back to the main issue and the subject of this article. 
 
Like Caroline, millions of us put our faith and trust in the science – and the 
government – believing wholeheartedly that these scientists and politicians 
had our best interests in mind.  It turns out, due to evidence uncovered and 
the commentary of OTHER scientists and frontline medics – that what we all 
thought was the case – actually wasn’t. 
 
Here is NOT where I get into battle dress to attack the government and their 
scientists – most of whom have intrinsic ties and shareholdings in the 
pharmaceutical giants that have been supplying the governments.  Others 
will do that and are doing that.  Instead, I want to draw attention to this most 
basic of facts in the hope that all readers will acknowledge a certain basic 
truth.  
 
That truth is simply: 
Since the time when God was a boy, people in organised societies have put 
their trust in those persons that agreed to lead them.  There is not one major 
society in the world today – based on this model - which stands out as a 
shining light of success and the example for every society to follow.   
 
We have instead to look for small – tiny even – societies in the world to find 
that success.  And it’d found in small groups of indigenous populations.  
Anywhere in the world you may care to look - Australia, New Zealand, USA, 
Canada, South America – these successful small groups – where they 
haven’t yet been overrun - can be found, flourishing in a balanced harmony 
with themselves individually and with nature. 
 

https://betterwayconference.org/
https://betterwayconference.org/
https://carolinepover.com/blog
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This is one important example we should all look at and study at length – for 
the answer to many of society’s problems, I believe, lie within the age-old 
wisdom of these now remote communities.  It is in these communities where 
I feel sure we will find the missing ingredient to successful – sustainable – 
balanced – fair and productive human life on earth. 
        

4 These communities do not live within a system which absolves them 
individually, of a collective responsibility for their society.  They do not have 
leaders which make all the decisions – based upon their own determinations.  
Instead, the whole community is involved in decision making and in a way 
that takes account of everyone’s views and needs.  Ruling by majority vote, 
sounds like a good thing – but only if you happen to be one of the majority. 
God forbid if you happen to be a leper in our own developed society – as you 
will be side-lined and you will not be listened to.  Caroline has explained this. 
     

5 This is a time when we - all of us – need to take a critical look at ourselves 
and how we need to better organise things.  This is a time to believe in Better 
– to look for and find a BETTER WAY of doing everything we do. 
 
That is everything – from how we organise: 
Education systems – providing routes to exploration and discovery 
Health systems – centred on health and cures rather than management 
Administration – based on collective involvement of the entire population 
 
The list is almost endless – but as in a search for shrimps on a beach as the 
tide ebbs – we should look into every rock pool and leave no stone unturned 
– in a search for what we need – eventually – to arrive at: 

A Grown-Up Intelligent Society 
 

6 To arrive there – we all of us should be taking the first steps along the road of 
Collective Responsibility.  We should be looking out for each other! 
 
Instead of allowing governments and others to prosecute and penalise 
whistle-blowers for risking their livelihoods – even their lives – by speaking 
out the truth, we should welcome them and reward them.   
If they are found to be wrong – then it means their testimony has been 
checked by those we accept as positioned and able to perform that task.   
If they are right – then our society gains and moves upwards. 
 
When governments seek to silence these people – people speaking out for 
the information and safety of others – this is a clear indication of a 
fundamental corruption of the system.  We only have to look at the stories 
behind the following names to gain a flavour of this corruption. 
 
Andrew Wakefield  
Discovered a potential connection between autism and a certain inoculation. 
Brandy Vaughan 
Spoke about corruption in the pharmaceutical company she had worked for. 
Ed Snowden 
Released details of corruption in US government operations.   
 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/qaldfFEWQpPb/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/zt8xhgTx8g2c/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/fiomW5Jl4fhm/
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The list is almost endless – but the above three people are prominent in my 
own mind along with Julian Assange.  In this video, Julian’s wife speaks about 
the CIA plot to kill him.   
 

7 Imagine this. 
 
Looking out for each other – like meerkats do. 
 

 
 
If we all looked out for danger – for anything we knew was wrong, thought 
was wrong or just suspected was wrong – imagine how much safer we might 
all feel – and be. 
We could avoid nearly all dangers  

from: 
Careful – there is some broken glass left on the floor of the supermarket 

to 
Hey – I have just had a jab and now I cannot walk – I need to warn people   
 
I am not suggesting we all become curtain-watchers checking out what our 
neighbours are doing.  I hope in reading this that you have an appreciation of 
what I am alluding to and attempting to describe in very rough outline. 
 
If we could get to the place I have in my mind – then I would happily say I’m 
done.  I can leave the planet to you guys to carry on.  There is beauty in such 
a place – a caring informed society looking out for each other.  Such a 
society would be making the important steps to becoming:     

A Grown-Up Intelligent Society 
 

It would be a society suitable to take us into the next phase of human 
existence here on planet earth. 
 
All it takes to start – is for us all to be more “Meerkat”! 
 

8 We have said this before and will repeat it here again. 
CONNECT does not know the truth.  Like a growing number of others - we 
only have questions.  The longer time goes on - and in that time - if those 
positioned to provide the answers to those questions don’t – then the 
questions will get far louder, far more numerous and far more testing. 
 
Silence is not confirmation of innocence. 
Instead, silence is rather more telling – it points to confirmation of guilt. 
 

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 

https://www.doubledown.news/watch/2022/may/17/the-cia-plot-to-kill-my-husband-julian-assange
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 By: David Charles 

 Source: CONNECT: Magazine 

2 LINK Better Way Conference 2022: A Better Way for a Better World 

2 LINK Caroline Pover’s blog page 

6 LINK Andrew Wakefield: A run in with the gov’t turns him into a filmmaker 

6 LINK Brandy Vaughan: Found dead after blowing whistle on Big Pharma 

6 LINK Ed Snowden: The reason he chose to whistle-blow about CIA crime 

6 LINK Julian Assange: The CIA plot to kill my husband  

 FURTHER READING 

 LINK Brandy Vaughan: Corruption is causing children to be sick 

 LINK Brandy Vaughan: Intimidated for speaking out – then murdered 

 LINK VAXXED II: The film 

 LINK Ed Snowden: Film trailer – a film based on real events 

 PLEASE DOWNLOAD AND SHARE THIS ARTICLE 

 

 
 Opportunity to join the CONNECT team and network 

 END 

 

https://www.connect-m3.com/magazine
https://betterwayconference.org/
https://carolinepover.com/blog
https://www.bitchute.com/video/qaldfFEWQpPb/
BRANDY%20VAUGHAN%20EX%20MERCK%20REP%20BLOWS%20THE%20WHISTLE%20ON%20THE%20VACCINES%20COMING%20FOR%20ALL%20OF%20US!%20DEAD!%2012-7-2020
https://www.bitchute.com/video/fiomW5Jl4fhm/
https://www.doubledown.news/watch/2022/may/17/the-cia-plot-to-kill-my-husband-julian-assange
https://www.bitchute.com/video/kFwFbWQ7qI4/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/xZrNldMvpsO0/
https://archive.org/details/vaxxed-ii-the-peoples-truth-2019-documentary-1080p-xvi-d-avi-roflcopter-2110
https://www.imdb.com/video/vi3406935833/?playlistId=tt3774114&ref_=tt_pr_ov_vi
https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/connect-m3

